I. **ROLL CALL**
Absent: Will Saxton, Landon Wilkins, Benjamin Liebov

II. **COMMUNITY CONCERNS**
None

III. **OFFICER REPORTS**

A. Martese Johnson—Vice Chair for Community Relations, CLAS:
   a) Pancake for Parkinson’s recap
   b) Next event: Nov.4 in Newcomb

B. Joseph Martin—Vice Chair for Education, COMM
   a) Hoos Under the Lights on Thurs; a lot of attendance for Honor table/wheel
   b) Sending survey link post-meeting for how Honor is covered in each of 12 schools (one rep from each school to fill out)
   c) Upcoming: Roundtable with Sustained Dialogue on Nov. 5 in Newcomb; to be discussed with Major Events working group; publicity: mock trial, free food

C. Henley Hopkinson—Vice Chair for Investigations, CLAS
   a) 6 active investigations
   b) 1-Panel: two resulted in accusations

D. Nicholas Lee—Vice Chair for Trials, CLAS
   a) One case returning from CMD
   b) Three cases to be scheduled

E. Nicholas Hine—Chair, CLAS
   a) Restarting program of visiting every department in the College to ensure that everyone knows about the IR, follow-up and Q&A

IV. **OLD BUSINESS**

A. Faculty Advisor Committee Update—Brendan Evans, COMM
   a) FAC interested in learning about the Law School’s Conduct Committee
   b) New rep for FAC for each school and department—Brendan needs a contact from each to serve as Honor rep for faculty to use as resources; FAC was founded with idea of having a network of faculty points of contact

B. Law School Academic Policy
   a) Orientation Session: Vice Dean Geis gave overview of purpose of committee, who’s on it, outline of procedures, then took questions from students; highlights
include: VD Geis said the Student Conduct Committee is advantageous for students as it provides opportunity to rectify issue without affecting Character and Fitness certification

b) Started conversation with ABA to see if UJC and Honor could satisfy ABA’s requirements
c) Other issues: determining if the Dean should/has to be the only person to communicate certification with the state Bar Associations
d) Wednesday: SBA held forum for everyone to discuss the Student Conduct Committee
e) Orientation Session was recorded
f) Next Steps: more information about sanctions that have been imposed and what the underlying conduct was; understand as much as they can before presenting to Dean
g) Nick Hine: Med School process for certification is very different obligation for the administration
h) Explore other schools for certification processes
i) Nick Hine: Bar Associations have reached out to Honor Committee in the past

V. NEW BUSINESS
None

VI. COMMUNITY CONCERNS
None

VII. CLOSED SESSION

VIII. WORKING GROUPS